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ABSTRACT
An essential property of all cells is the ability to exit from active cell division and persist in a quiescent

state. For single-celled microbes this primarily occurs in response to nutrient deprivation. We studied the
genetic requirements for survival of Saccharomyces cerevisiae when starved for either of two nutrients:
phosphate or leucine. We measured the survival of nearly all nonessential haploid null yeast mutants in
mixed populations using a quantitative sequencing method that estimates the abundance of each mutant
on the basis of frequency of unique molecular barcodes. Starvation for phosphate results in a population
half-life of 337 hr whereas starvation for leucine results in a half-life of 27.7 hr. To measure survival of
individual mutants in each population we developed a statistical framework that accounts for the multiple
sources of experimental variation. From the identities of the genes in which mutations strongly affect
survival, we identify genetic evidence for several cellular processes affecting survival during nutrient
starvation, including autophagy, chromatin remodeling, mRNA processing, and cytoskeleton function. In
addition, we found evidence that mitochondrial and peroxisome function is required for survival. Our
experimental and analytical methods represent an efficient and quantitative approach to characterizing
genetic functions and networks with unprecedented resolution and identified genotype-by-environment
interactions that have important implications for interpretation of studies of aging and quiescence in yeast.

THE normal life of most cells comprises alternating
periods of growth and quiescence. Commitment

to the mitotic cell cycle represents a critical decision for
a cell and requires mechanisms for determining that
internal and external conditions are sufficient to en-
sure successful traversal of the cell division cycle. The
application of genetic approaches to the study of the
cell division cycle in the model organisms Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (budding yeast) and Schizosaccharomyces pombe
(fission yeast) yielded a detailed understanding of the
molecular processes underlying progression of the cell
division cycle (Hartwell et al. 1974; Nurse 1975;
Johnston et al. 1977). Subsequent work showed that
the major molecules and principles of cell division are
conserved from yeast to humans and that dysregulation

of the cell cycle is a hallmark of cancers (Hartwell
1991, 2002; Nurse et al. 1998; Nurse 2002). By contrast
with our understanding of the mitotic cell cycle, our
knowledge of the molecular processes that govern exit
from the cell cycle and prolonged maintenance of a
viable nonproliferative cellular state in both humans
and model systems is poor. A detailed understanding of
the molecular mechanisms mediating cell cycle exit
and maintenance of a viable quiescent state is critical to
understanding normally functioning cells, which are
primarily postmitotic, and their aberrant states.

Yeast cells cease active cell division when external
conditions are unfavorable for continued growth
(Johnston et al. 1977; Lillie and Pringle 1980). The
extracellular status of compounds containing essential
elements such as carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, and phos-
phorus is particularly important and when these ele-
ments are in low abundance cells exit the cell cycle.
Specialized sensing mechanisms appear to uniquely
determine the status of different essential nutrients
and connect to signaling pathways such as the RAS/
protein kinase A (PKA) and TOR pathways that mediate
myriad downstream effects affecting the transcriptional,
translational, and metabolic state of the cell (Zaman
et al. 2008). Remarkably, the different environmental
signals result in the identical outcome: arrest in the G0/
G1 stage of the cell division cycle. In yeast, exit from the
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cell cycle is associated with a number of physiological
characteristics including increases in the carbohydrates
trehalose and glycogen, a thickened cell wall, conden-
sation of chromosomes, increased vacuolar volume, and
increased resistance to stress (Werner-Washburne et al.
1993; Gray et al. 2004). Global studies have shown that
cell cycle arrest associated with nutrient starvation is as-
sociated with dramatic alterations in transcript (Gasch
et al. 2000; Saldanha et al. 2004; Brauer et al. 2005) and
metabolite (Brauer et al. 2006) levels. Many of these
changes appear to be consistent with an extrapolation of
responses in transcript (Brauer et al. 2008) and meta-
bolite (Boer et al. 2010) levels associated with decreas-
ing growth rates, as determined in steady-state chemostat
cultures. However, it remains unclear whether pro-
longed starvation results in a distinct cellular state
(i.e., a G0 state) or whether cell cycle arrest is essentially
identical to G1 of the cell division cycle. Furthermore, it
is unclear whether quiescent states induced by depriva-
tion of different nutrients are equivalent.

The uniform cell cycle arrest initiated in response to
starvation for nutrients such as carbon, phosphate,
nitrogen, and sulfur is readily detected by the near
complete absence of budded cells in the culture (Lillie
and Pringle 1980). We previously referred to these
nutrient conditions as ‘‘natural limitations’’ in contrast
to ‘‘unnatural limitations,’’ which can be imposed by
starving an auxotrophic strain for its auxotrophic re-
quirement (Saldanha et al. 2004). Importantly, in the
case of unnatural limitations individual cells do not
uniformly arrest as unbudded cells upon cessation of
culture growth (Saldanha et al. 2004). Populations of
prototrophic strains starved subjected to natural limi-
tations maintain high viability for periods .100 days
(Lillie and Pringle 1980). In contrast, starvation of an
auxotrophic strain for its auxotrophic requirement
results in dramatically reduced viability (Boer et al.
2008). Using a genetic selection, we previously showed
that the poor survival of auxotrophs can be suppressed
by loss-of-function mutations in the protein kinases
TOR1, SCH9, and PPM1, a protein methyl transferase
that regulates protein phosphatase 2A (Boer et al. 2008).

The survival of yeast cells during prolonged periods of
starvation has also been used as a model of chronolog-
ical aging of postmitotic cells (Fabrizio and Longo
2003). In studies that aim to use yeast as a model for this
fundamental process the PKA and TOR pathways have
been implicated in postmitotic aging in yeast (Fabrizio
et al. 2001; Powers et al. 2006; Steffen et al. 2008;
Burtner et al. 2009) and it has been argued that these
same pathways underlie aging phenotypes in humans
(Longo 2003). Although several of the loci identified in
our original genetic screen (Boer et al. 2008) overlap with
those identified in chronological aging studies (Fabrizio
et al. 2001; Kaeberlein et al. 2005b; Powers et al. 2006), it
has remained unclear whether mutations in these same
components influence the survival of strains starved for

naturally limiting nutrients such as sources of carbon,
sulfur, nitrogen, and phosphorus.

To identify the genetic factors required for cell cycle
exit and survival during prolonged nutrient starvation
we performed complete screens of the 4811 haploid
gene deletion mutants (Giaever et al. 2002) starved for
two different nutrients. We performed this screen under
conditions of phosphate starvation, a natural nutrient
limitation, and leucine starvation, an unnatural nutrient
limitation. Because our survival assay requires repeated
measurements of viability over the period of starvation
(Boer et al. 2008), the analysis of individual mutants is
prohibitively time consuming and expensive. Therefore,
we made use of the fact that each mutant is tagged by
two unique molecular barcodes of 20-bp length that
flank the antibiotic resistance cassette and can be
amplified using common PCR priming sites (Giaever
et al. 2002). Previously, multiplexed analysis of mutants
was performed using DNA microarrays to assay the
relative abundance of molecular barcodes as a means
of estimating the abundance of each mutant (Giaever
et al. 2002; Pierce et al. 2007; Yan et al. 2008; Ho et al.
2009). More recently, this approach was adapted to high-
throughput sequence analysis (Smith et al. 2009). We
independently developed a quantitative method using
high-throughput sequencing of barcodes similar to that
of Smith et al. (2009) for measuring the abundance of
individual mutants in heterogeneous pools of mutants.
We established a statistical framework for analyzing data
obtained from this quantitative barcode sequencing of
complex mixtures of mutants over time that accounts for
the multiple sources of variation in these experiments.

Through application of this method we quantified the
survival of individual mutants when starved for either
phosphate or leucine over a 3-week period. Using the
increased resolution of quantitative sequencing of barc-
odes and multiple sampling during the starvation period
we were able to determine individual survival profiles in
each condition for more than half the genes in the
genome. Using an exponential death model estimated
by Poisson generalized linear regression we determined
the rate of death for each mutant in both conditions,
allowing us to treat survival as a quantitative trait.

Through bioinformatic analysis of the genes affecting
survival, we found that cell cycle exit, aging, and survival
are multifactorial processes involving several molecular
functions. We found that mitochondrial function is
critical to survival of cells starved for phosphate and
enhances the rapid loss of viability observed in leucine-
starved cells, indicating that respirative metabolism is
required for proper response to nutrient depletion even
in the presence of excess glucose. Our method also
identified genetic evidence for important roles of
autophagy in the survival of cells starved for phosphate
and leucine. We find evidence for several additional
processes and functions including mRNA processing,
chromatin remodeling, and cytoskeleton functions that
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appear to be uniquely related to survival in phosphate
starvation conditions.

Our experimental and analytical methods represent a
general approach to quantitative multiplexed genetic
screens that makes possible new types of genetic studies
in which the aim is to identify those genetic modules that
function in particular cellular processes and events. By
treating heretofore-qualitative phenotypes as quantita-
tive traits it may be possible to achieve a higher-resolution
genotype–phenotype map and infer new relationships
between genes and the processes that they govern.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains: The S. cerevisiae haploid deletion collection
(YSC1063, Open Biosystems, YKO Mata his3D1 leu2D0 lys2D0
ura3D0) was manually transferred as clonal isolates from 96-
well glycerol stock plates to YPD agar plates 1 200 mg/ml G418
and grown at 30" for 3 days. To construct the mixtures of all
mutants, complete colonies were harvested by addition of 5 ml
water to each plate and subsequently pooled. Glycerol was
added to a final concentration of 15% and aliquots of 2 ml,
containing 1.8 3 109 cells/ml, were frozen at !80".

Media and growth conditions: Chemically defined media
were based on Saldanha et al. (2004), with modifications to
chemically complement auxotrophies present in the deletion
collection strain. For both phosphate and leucine limiting
media we used 5.0 g/liter (NH4)2SO4, 0.50 g/liter MgSO4 "
7H2O, 0.10 g/liter CaCl2 " 2H2O, 0.10 g/liter NaCl, 40 mg/
liter histidine, 40 mg/liter uracil, and 60 mg/liter lysine. For
phosphate limiting media we added 200 mg/liter leucine and
1.0 g/liter KCl. The only source of phosphorus in phosphate
limiting media was KH2PO4, which was present at an initial
concentration of 5 mg/liter. For leucine limiting media we
added 1.0 g/liter KH2PO4 and 20 mg/liter leucine. We made
each medium both with and without 200 mg/mL G418.
Phosphate and leucine concentrations are well within pre-
viously defined limiting ranges (Saldanha et al. 2004; Boer
et al. 2008).

We inoculated 400 ml of medium with 1.6 ml (2.9 3 109

cells) of the pooled deletion collection pool in 500-ml vessels
(Infors). The culture was grown at 30", agitated at 400 rpm
with an impeller, and aerated with 5 liters/min filtered and
humidified air. The pH was constantly measured and main-
tained at 5.0 throughout by the automated addition of 0.1 m
KOH. Samples of 1-ml volume were taken at 0, 24, 48, 72, 99,
144, 240, and 473 hr.

Determination of population parameters: Each sample was
sonicated to disrupt adhesive cells. The number of cells per
milliliter and the average cell volume were determined using a
Beckman Coulter counter. The number of viable cells was
determined by manually counting colony-forming units
(CFUs) after plating a known number of cells on YPD-agar
plates and incubating at 30" for 2 days. Each data point is an
average of at least two replicates. Typically, 1000 colonies were
counted per time point when viability permitted. Population
viability was defined as the percentage of plated cells that
formed a CFU.

Extraction of DNA from viable fraction of mutant
populations: To enrich for viable cells we performed an
overnight outgrowth of the starved population. We placed a
1-ml sample of the starved population in 50 ml of supple-
mented minimal medium [5.0 g/liter (NH4)2SO4, 1.0 g/liter
KH2PO4, 0.50 g/liter MgSO4 " 7H2O, 0.10 g/liter CaCl2 "
2H2O, 0.10 g/liter NaCl, 40 mg/liter histidine, 40 mg/liter

uracil, 60 mg/liter lysine, 200 mg/liter leucine, trace metals
and vitamins, and 2% glucose]. Cells were grown for 24 hr in
supplemented minimal medium before being harvested for
DNA isolation. Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIA-
GEN (Valencia, CA) Genomic Tip system.

PCR amplification for quantitative barcode sequencing:
We amplified molecular barcodes from genomic DNA and
incorporated adaptors for the Illumina Genome Analyzer in a
single step using tailed PCR primers (Illumina Genome
Analyzer adaptor sequences are underlined in italics). Uptags
were amplified using the primers Illumina-uptag (59-AAT GAT
ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC T GAT GTC CAC GAG GTC TCT-
39) and Illumina-UPKANMX (59-CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA
CGA GTC GAC CTG CAG CGT ACG-39). Downtags were
amplified in a separate reaction with the primers Illumina-
downtag (59-AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC T CGG
TGT CGG TCT CGT AG-39) and Illumina-DNKANMX (59-CAA
GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA GAA AAC GAG CTC GAA TTC
ATC G-39). We amplified barcodes using a high-fidelity ther-
mostable polymerase (TaKaRa PrimeSTAR) from 200 ng of
genomic DNA in 20-ml reactions with each primer at a final
concentration of 1 mm. PCR products were visualized on a 2%
agarose gel to confirm the generation of an #110-bp PCR pro-
duct. We purified PCR products from excess primer and PCR
reagents using QIAGEN PCR cleanup columns. We quantified
the total yield of purified PCR product using a fluorometer and
diluted the #110-bp product to 10 nm concentration corre-
sponding to a concentration of 0.68 ng/ml.

Quantitative barcode sequencing using an Illumina Ge-
nome Analyzer II: We combined the PCR products from the
separately amplified uptag and downtag reactions from each
sample in equimolar amounts and added them to the same
lane of an Illumina Genome Analyzer flow cell, following the
manufacturer’s protocol. To simultaneously sequence the
uptags and downtags in the same lane we added two custom
sequencing primers in equimolar amounts that were comple-
mentary to either the uptag or the downtag sequence. The
uptag-sequencing primer (59-CGA CCA CC GAGA TCT GAT
GTC CAC-39) is complementary to the U1 sequence and the
downtag-sequencing primer (59-GAC CAC CGA GAT CTC
GGT GTC GGT C-39) is complementary to the D1 sequence of
the deletion cassette. Both sequencing primers lie 3 bases from
the start of the barcode sequence. This enables sequencing of
a three-nucleotide sequence that identifies the barcode as
either an uptag (sequence index TCT) or a downtag (se-
quence index TAG) before sequencing the unique 20-base
barcode sequence.

Barcodes were sequenced using 36-base sequencing cycles.
Sequencing data were processed using the Illumina pipeline
(Gerald, Bustard). FASTQ files for each sequencing run were
processed with custom Perl scripts to determine the identity
and number of each barcode. A complete list of sequencing
experiments and number of mapped barcode reads is pro-
vided (supporting information, Table S1).

Normalization of barcode counts: We determined the total
number of uptags and downtags sequenced in each lane using
the unique 3-base prefix. We then determined the total number
of counts for each unique known barcode. We tested only for
exact matches to known barcodes and did not consider
individual base quality metrics. For each sequence run, #25%
of barcodes could not be exactly mapped to a known barcode.
Therefore, the presence of the 3-base index was essential for
accurate normalization of uptag and downtag counts. For initial
comparisons and cluster analyses we converted barcode counts
to a frequency by dividing the abundance of each unique
barcode by the total number of uptags or downtags.

For modeling the death rates of strains over the time course,
we normalized the data within each starvation experiment to
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preserve the scale of the original barcode counts. Briefly, let
xi(tj) be the number of reads for barcode i at time point tj, (t1$
24, t2 $ 48, . . . , t7 $ 473) and let Nj be the total number
of reads corresponding to sequencing lane j. We formed
weights wj $ 7 3 N j=

P
7
k$1 N k and calculated normalized

counts by yi(tj) $ wj 3 xi(tj) for each barcode i and lane j.
Cluster analysis: We performed hierarchical cluster analysis

using Cluster 3 (De Hoon et al. 2004). For clustering we
computed the Euclidean distance between log2-tranformed
proportional data for each time point that had been normal-
ized to the initial time point (t$ 24 hr) using complete linkage.
Clustering was visualized using JavaTreeView (Saldanha
2004). Gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis was
performed using GoTermFinder (Boyle et al. 2004).

Model fitting and inference: All model fitting and inference
were performed using the statistical software package R. As
described above, let yi(tj) be the normalized number of
sequencing reads for barcode i at time point tj. We initially
modeled yi(tj)# Poisson(exp[ai! bitj]), where bi quantifies the
relative (to the total population) death rate per hour for the
strain corresponding to barcode i, and hi$ ln(2)/bi represents
the relative half-life. We performed a Poisson generalized
linear regression to estimate ai and bi. An inspection of the
deviances revealed that there is a systematic overdispersion,
meaning the variance is larger than expected under the
Poisson model. This makes sense because there are several
levels of variation experimentally induced beyond the as-
sumed exponential death rate. Therefore, we fit the above
model using an overdispersed Poisson error model (via the R
function glm with family $ quasipoisson).

The counts for each barcode at a specific time point
measure the abundance of the corresponding strain relative
to the entire population. Therefore, a ‘‘flat’’ pattern across
time points (bi$ 0) according to the above model indicates the
strain corresponding to that barcode dies at a rate equal to the
overall population death rate.

To quantify the absolute death rates, we took into account
the percentage of the population alive at each time point (see
Determination of population parameters above). Let p1, p2, . . . , p7

be the percentages corresponding to the seven time points at
which sampling occurred. We calculated weights vj $
7 3 pj=

P
7
k$1 pk to form counts zi(tj) $ vj 3 yi(tj) that capture

the absolute change in strain abundance over time. We
modeled the zi(tj) according to an overdispersed Poisson
generalized linear regression as before to obtain estimates of
the absolute death rates and half-lives. In this case a flat pattern
across time points (bi $ 0) indicates that the strain has no
death across the time points.

All inference (hypothesis testing and confidence intervals)
on the death rates bi and half-lives hi$ ln(2)/bi was performed
using the default settings from the glm function under the
overdispersed Poisson model (family $ quasipoisson) in R.
Specifically, p-values were obtained for each barcode i in
testing bi $ 0 for both the relative and the absolute analyses,
and false discovery rate (FDR) q-values were obtained to form
significance thresholds (Storey and Tibshirani 2003).

Gene function enrichment analysis: We performed gene
class function enrichment analysis by comparing the distribu-
tion of half-lives for defined subsets of genes to the distribu-
tion of all half-lives in which the values for the query set had
been removed. We assessed the statistical significance of the
difference between these two distributions using a Wilcoxon–
Mann–Whitney test in R. Gene sets were defined by GO terms
from all three ontologies (process, function, and location)
and GO Slim terms, biochemical pathways, and protein
complexes as defined using annotated data available through
the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) (http://downloads.
yeastgenome.org/literature_curation/) accessed on March 9th

2010. In addition, we used high-throughput studies of the
yeast deletion collection and a subset of genome-wide
transcript profiling studies to define phenotypic classes. We
applied a p-value cutoff of 0.001 for identifying gene classes
exhibiting nonrandom distributions of half-lives. Given that
we tested 528 gene classes, this implies we expect 0.5 false
positives among the results that pass this significance
threshold.

RESULTS

The first nutrient depleted determines the rate of
population death: To investigate the survival of all viable
haploid (MATa) deletion mutants to defined starvation
states we inoculated cultures with mixtures containing
the entire mutant library. To ensure precise control of
the starvation conditions we used media that are similar
to the commonly used yeast minimal media, but
composed entirely of chemically defined components
(materials and methods). In these media all compo-
nents are in excess and one nutrient is present at
limiting concentration; i.e., it is the first nutrient that
is exhausted in the culture. Allowing cells to deplete the
limiting nutrient rather than switching cells to medium
lacking a particular nutrient allows cells to adjust to
decreasing amounts of the limiting nutrient. This is
likely to be important as previous studies suggest that
starvation responses are initiated well before nutrients
are depleted and cell cycle exit occurs (Lillie and
Pringle 1980). The genotype of all deletion mutants
contains four auxotrophic alleles: his3D1, leu2D0,
lys2D0, and ura3D0. To compare survival of mutants in
response to a natural and an unnatural limitation we
used media in which either phosphate or leucine is the
first nutrient exhausted (Saldanha et al. 2004; Boer
et al. 2008).

We inoculated four independent cultures with 2.9 3
109 cells each. Thus, each of the #4800 viable deletions
was initially represented by #6 3 105 clonal individuals
in the inoculums. Each of the two nutrient limiting
conditions was imposed in two separate cultures that
differed only by the presence of the antibiotic, kanamy-
cin, to aid in maintaining culture sterility. Following
24 hr of culture growth we measured survival of mutants
in each starvation condition by determining population
viability at multiple time points. We observed a dramatic
and reproducible difference in survival profiles that
distinguishes populations starved for leucine from
those starved for phosphate (Figure 1A). In the case
of phosphate starvation, the viability of the heteroge-
neous mutant pool remains high throughout the
starvation period and #30% of the population is viable
following nearly 500 hr of starvation. In contrast,
populations starved for leucine survive poorly and
,1% of the population is viable after starvation for
leucine over the same time period. We quantified
population survival according to an exponential death
rate and applied a Poisson generalized linear model to
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the viability data in each experiment. We determined
that the mixed population of null mutants starved for
phosphate dies at a rate of 0.20%/hr (population half-
life $ 337 hr) whereas the same population of mutants
starved for leucine dies at a rate of 2.5%/hr (population
half-life $ 27.7 hr). This order of magnitude difference
in loss of viability is consistent with our previous results
using individual strains (Boer et al. 2008) and demon-
strates that the fate of starved cells depends on which
nutrient is exhausted in the population first.

Population sizes of #1.5 3 1010 and 1.3 3 1010 in the
phosphate- and leucine-starved conditions, respectively,
remained essentially constant in replicate populations
throughout the starvation periods (Figure 1B). The
turbidity of phosphate-starved populations appeared to
increase gradually during the starvation period whereas
the leucine-starved population appeared to decrease
(Figure 1C). This may be related to the fact that average
cell volume increased in phosphate-starved populations
but decreased in leucine-starved populations (Figure
1D). We observed a similar trend in cultures grown under
continuous phosphate or leucine limitation in chemo-
stats (Brauer et al. 2008) and this size difference may
reflect differences in the volume of vacuoles associated
with starvation.

Quantitative barcode sequencing: The central chal-
lenge in performing multiplex screens of mutant
populations is accurate determination of the abun-
dance of each individual mutant. When the yeast gene
deletion collection was constructed, unique molecular
sequences of 20 nucleotides were included on either
side of the kanamycin resistance marker used to replace
each open reading frame (Giaever et al. 2002). These
molecular barcodes, which can be PCR amplified using
common priming sites, enable the identification of
each mutant by assaying for the presence or absence of
each unique barcode. Typically, mutant identification
in pooled experiments has been achieved by hybridi-
zation of the PCR products to DNA microarrays con-
taining sequences complementary to each barcode
(Giaever et al. 2002). Measurement of the relative
abundance of each barcode makes it possible to infer
the frequencies of each mutant in a complex mixture of
genotypes.

We reasoned that quantitative sequencing of molec-
ular barcodes using new high-throughput sequencing
methods would provide increased accuracy and dy-
namic range. Therefore, we developed a method of
quantitative barcode sequencing to estimate the fre-
quency of each mutant in heterogeneous populations.
This method is designed for use with the Illumina
Genome Analyzer II and is similar to a recently reported
method (Smith et al. 2009). In addition, we developed
new methods for analyzing data generated using this
approach (see materials and methods).

We undertook a series of control experiments to
validate the utility of quantitative sequencing as a means

Figure 1.—Survival and physiological parameters for het-
erogeneous mutant populations during starvation conditions.
The entire collection of haploid deletion mutants was starved
for either phosphate (1) or leucine (x) in the presence (solid
line) or absence (dashed line) of kanamycin for nearly 500 hr
following an initial period of 24 hr of batch growth. (A) Sur-
vival of replicate populations grown in media of identical
composition except for the limiting nutrient. Survival of each
population was monitored by determining viability of the pop-
ulation at each time point by counting CFUs on rich media
plates. (B) The total number of cells per milliliter was deter-
mined at each time point and remained essentially un-
changed throughout the starvation regime. (C) Culture
biomass was estimated using a Klett colorimeter and showed
a gradual increase for populations starved for phosphate and
gradual decrease when populations were starved for leucine.
(D) The average cell volume, measured using a Coulter coun-
ter, showed a gradual increase for populations starved
for phosphate and a slow decline for populations starved
for leucine.
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of determining barcode frequencies in mixed popula-
tions. First, to determine the false negative rate due to
sequencing error, we sequenced a single barcode. We
obtained 2,340,984 sequences that passed sequence
analysis filters (see Table S1 for a complete summary
of sequencing results for this study) and for each
sequencing cycle we determined the fraction of reads
that perfectly matched those bases in the known
barcode sequence. We identified a decline in sequenc-
ing accuracy with each additional sequencing cycle
(Figure 2A). As the molecular barcodes are only 20
bases in length and our sequencing primers lie 3 bases
from the beginning of each barcode, we are concerned
only with the first 23 sequenced bases in this study.
Therefore, we estimate the fraction of incorrectly se-
quenced barcodes to be ,2% in each experiment.

To test the sources of variation and the reproducibility
of quantitative sequencing of barcodes we investigated
the effect of each step in our protocol. Recovery of
barcode sequences from genomic DNA requires an
initial PCR amplification of the barcodes. As PCR is an
exponential process, it is conceivable that noise will
increase with the number of PCR cycles. Therefore, we
investigated the effect of additional PCR cycles on
barcode counts by sequencing aliquots removed from
a single PCR reaction tube after 15, 20, 25, and 30 cycles
of amplification (Figure 2B). We found good correla-
tion between the estimated relative abundance of each
barcode following each additional five rounds of PCR.

The poorest correlation is between 30 cycles and all
previous cycles, which may be a result of PCR reagents
becoming limiting after 25 cycles as we found that the
total yield (in mass) of DNA from the reaction reached a
plateau at 25 cycles (data not shown). We conclude that
PCR amplification of barcodes is linear up to 25 cycles
under these conditions and the optimal number of
cycles, which provides both sufficient yield and linearity
of amplification, is 20 PCR cycles.

We found extremely high reproducibility of normal-
ized barcode counts when the same PCR reaction from a
complex pool of mutants was sequenced on two dif-
ferent flow cells (Figure 2C). Finally, we performed re-
plicate DNA preparations, PCR, and sequencing reactions
of the same heterogeneous sample and confirmed that
results are extremely well correlated (Figure 2D). As we
routinely obtained .6 3 106 individual sequences per
sample, there are theoretically over six orders of magni-
tude of dynamic range available. We sequenced uptags
and downtags from each biological sample in the same
lane within a flow cell and for the purposes of analyses
we treated uptag and downtag measurements as in-
dividual measures of mutant abundance. For each se-
quencing reaction #25% of reads did not perfectly
match a known barcode (Table S1). Since we estimated
our sequencing error to be ,2%, we assumed that
unidentified barcodes were primarily due to errors in
the strains’ barcodes as opposed to sequence errors.
These data were excluded from further analyses.

Figure 2.—Development and validation of
quantitative barcode sequencing for multiplexed
mutant screens. We tested the error and variance
associated with each step of our protocol. (A) By
sequencing a single barcode we found that 98%
of sequences up to sequencing cycle 23 (dashed
line) perfectly match the expected sequence
(n $ 2,340,984). (B) Additional cycles of PCR in-
troduce minimal variation in the estimated propor-
tions of mutants. The best-correlated estimates of
mutant abundance are found between 15 and 25
PCR cycles (increasingly darker shaded values ap-
proach a correlation of 1.0; the minimum correla-
tion is 0.94). (C) Resequencing the same PCR
product from a complex mixture of mutants on
two different flow cells yields highly reproducible
results (Pearson’s correlation $ 0.99; n $ 3329).
(D) Complete technical replicates of quantitative
barcode sequencing (i.e., independent DNA prep-
arations, PCR, and sequencing reactions) are
highly reproducible (Pearson’s correlation $ 0.94;
n $ 3439).
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Experimental design for multiplexed survival anal-
ysis: We developed an experimental design that allowed
multiplex analysis of individual mutant survival upon
defined starvation using quantitative barcode sequenc-
ing (Figure 3 and materials and methods). Mixtures
of mutant strains were constructed by growing individ-
ual mutants on solid rich media and subsequently
pooling them. An aliquot of the heterogeneous pop-
ulation was used to inoculate cultures limited for either
phosphate or leucine. Population growth ceased 24 hr
after inoculation and we define this point as initiation of
the starvation phase. At each time point we removed a
sample from the population and performed a 24-hr
outgrowth in supplemented minimal medium. This
step was required to enrich mutants that survive star-
vation from those that have perished. By performing the
identical outgrowth step at every time point, and de-
termining the rate of change in strain abundance in the
viable fraction of the population, our design normalizes
for any growth rate differences between mutants during
the outgrowth.

We used our quantitative sequencing method to
determine the change in population composition prior
to initiation of starvation. Sequence analysis of the
unselected pooled samples identified 7016 unique
barcodes corresponding to 4497 unique strains. There-
fore, sequencing of both uptag and downtag barcodes
for each strain results in almost complete (93.5%)
identification of the expected nonessential haploid
gene deletion strains. We compared mutants detected
in unselected pooled samples with our initial inocula
(t $ 0) in both nutrient-limited cultures. As we per-
formed outgrowth in supplemented minimal media for
each time point in our experiment (materials and
methods), including the t $ 0 point, this analysis
identifies those mutants that are able to grow in rich
laboratory media but unable to grow in supplemented
minimal medium. We identified 73 mutant strains that
were well measured in the unselected pool but reduced

in abundance by .100-fold in the t $ 0 sample in both
the leucine and the phosphate starvation experiments
(Table 1). Consistent with our expectation, mutants that
are unable to survive the outgrowth in supplemented
minimal media are strongly enriched for the GO pro-
cess term ‘‘cellular nitrogen compound biosynthetic
process’’ (42 of 74 genes; genome frequency $ 4.5%;
P $ 1.7 3 10!35) and include many of the known
auxotrophies that are unable to grow in the absence of
nutritional supplementation. In addition, strains mu-
tant for regulation of biosynthetic pathways (GCN3 and
GCN4), RAS signaling (SRV2), iron–sulfur cluster bio-
genesis (ISA1 and ISA2), and protein and phosphatidy-
linositol kinase activity important for vacuolar targeting
of proteins (VPS15 and VPS34) were purged from the
population during this initial outgrowth. Our ability to
specifically identify this expected class of mutants in our
heterogeneous pool of mutants provided additional
validation of the utility of our quantitative barcode
sequencing method.

Survival trends during prolonged nutrient starvation:
We analyzed changes in the diversity of phosphate- and
leucine-starved populations at each time point during
the starvation experiments, using quantitative barcode
sequencing. First, we counted the number of unique
strains detected at each time point (Figure 4A). Most
strains persist in the population at some level for the first
144 hr following inoculation in both media. The great-
est distinction in population diversity was observed at
the final two time points. At t $ 267 hr, 78% (3165 of
4033) of strains initially present in the population
remained detectable in the leucine starvation condition
whereas 96% (3948 of 4087) of strains initially present
in the phosphate-starved population were detected.
This difference was more pronounced after 473 hr at
which point only 37% of the initial strains were detected
in the leucine-starved population (1169 of 4033) and
86% (3528 of 4087) of strains were detected in the
phosphate-starved population. On average, 1 strain is

Figure 3.—Experimen-
tal design for multiplexed
mutant survival analysis us-
ing quantitative barcode se-
quencing. We constructed
normalized pools of the
yeast haploid deletion col-
lection by growing individ-
ual mutants on rich media
(YDP) plates and pooling
mutants in liquid YPD for
archival purposes. A 1.6-ml
aliquot of the unselected
pooled mutants was used
to inoculate (t$ 0) cultures
limited for either phos-

phate or leucine. The starvation period commenced after 24 hr of culture growth. At each time point we removed a 1-ml sample
from the culture and expanded the viable subpopulation by allowing 24 hr of outgrowth in supplemented minimal media. DNA was
isolated from the resulting culture and analyzed using quantitative barcode sequencing.
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lost from the population per hour of phosphate
starvation but 6 strains are lost from the population
per hour of leucine starvation. These observations are
consistent with starvation of a leucine auxotroph for
leucine imposing a much stronger selection on cells
than starvation for phosphate.

We performed hierarchical clustering of relative
changes in individual mutant abundance during both
starvation regimes (Figure 4B). For this purpose, the
relative abundance of each mutant was determined in
the population and expressed as the ratio of abundance
at each time point to the abundance of that mutant at
the commencement of starvation (t $ 24 hr; values are
log2 transformed). Thus, this analysis distinguishes
those mutants that increase in representation in the
population from those that decrease in representation.
In the clustered data we frequently observe the uptag
and downtag (separately PCR amplified) coclustering.
Two general trends are apparent in the resulting
clustergram. First, most deletion mutants are un-
changed in relative abundance throughout phosphate
starvation but change in relative abundance to a far
greater degree during leucine starvation. Second, in
both starvation regimes the majority of deletion mu-
tants are reduced in relative abundance. This indicates
that the typical effect of a deletion mutation on survival
is detrimental and a minority of mutants are able to
increase in relative abundance through increased rela-
tive survival.

We identified a number of interesting clusters that
distinguish mutant survival profiles in the two different
conditions and provide qualitative evidence consistent

with our expectations. A cluster of mutants appears to
be specifically reduced in relative abundance upon
starvation for phosphate (Figure 4C). This cluster
includes null mutants of PHO4, a transcriptional regu-
lator of the phosphate starvation response, PHO81, the
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor required for inhibi-
tion of the PHO80–PHO85 cyclin-dependent kinase
upon phosphate starvation, and PHO84, which encodes
a high-affinity inorganic phosphate transporter. We
identified a cluster including several mutants that
increase in relative abundance when starved for leucine
but not phosphate (Figure 4D). This cluster includes
the mutants TOR1D0 and PPM1D0, which we previously
recovered as spontaneous loss-of-function mutants in a
genetic screen for increased survival upon leucine
starvation (Boer et al. 2008). Loss of TOR1 signaling
has been reported to promote longevity in yeast
(Powers et al. 2006; Wei et al. 2008). Significantly, our
analysis shows that the TOR1D0 strain is not altered in
relative abundance in the phosphate-starved popula-
tion suggesting that its loss of function does not confer
increased survival in phosphate starvation conditions. A
cluster of null mutants that decline in relative abundance
when starved for either phosphate or leucine (Figure
4E) contains several strains mutant for autophagy genes
(ATG1, ATG2, ATG3, ATG7, ATG9, ATG12, ATG15,
ATG17, ATG18, and ATG21). Autophagy, the process
by which cells degrade cellular components, is an
important process for survival of nutrient starvation
(Takeshige et al. 1992). It is noteworthy that we failed to
identify a cluster of mutants that increase in relative
abundance in both phosphate and leucine starvation.

Quantitation of relative change in individual abun-
dance: We tested each strain for significant change in
relative abundance (compared to the total population)
throughout the starvation periods (materials and
methods). We determined that 1333 of 4337 strains
(32%) starved for phosphate differed significantly in
their relative abundance during the experiment (Table
S2). By contrast 3951 of 4299 mutant strains (92%)
starved for leucine were significantly altered in their
relative abundance (Table S3). The majority of leucine-
starved null mutants were significantly decreased in
relative abundance (3500 mutants; 88.6%), but 458
(11.6%) mutants increased in relative abundance. For
mutants starved for phosphate, 956 (71.7%) were
significantly decreased in relative abundance and 377
(28.3%) increased in relative abundance.

The majority of null alleles that increased in relative
abundance in either leucine or phosphate starvation are
nonoverlapping. By contrast, an overlapping set of 785
null mutants was significantly decreased in relative
abundance when starved for either phosphate or
leucine. We performed GO term enrichment analysis
of mutants that are increased or decreased in relative
abundance, regardless of the magnitude of the change,
in either condition or both (Table 2 and materials and

TABLE 1

Mutants purged from the population due to outgrowth
in supplemented minimal media

Mutants

AAT2, ACO1, ADE1, ADE12, ADE2, ADE3, ADE4, ADE5,7,
ADE6, ADE8, ARG1, ARG2, ARG3, ARG4, ARG5,6, ARO2,
ARO7, ATE1, BRO1, BUD25, BUD32, CAF17, CDC40, CPA1,
CPA2, CYS4, DOC1, ECM29, GCN3, GCN4, GND1, GON7,
GRX5, HFI1, HOM3, HOM6, ILV1, ISA1, ISA2, MET6, MET7,
MOT2, ORT1, PEP7, PHA2, POS5, RIB4, RNR1, RPL27A,
SER1, SER2, SHM2, SLA2, SPT7, SRV2, STB5, THR1, THR4,
TRP1, TRP2, TRP3, TRP4, TRP5, TYR1, VPS15, VPS34,
YDR008C, YER068C-A,a YER091C-A, YIL039W, YKR041W,
YOR302W,b YOR364W, ZWF1

We compared the mutants detected in mixed populations
constructed by growth on rich media with mutants in the
leucine- and phosphate-limited cultures immediately follow-
ing inoculation (t$ 0 hr) and outgrowth for 24 hr in supplemen-
ted minimal media.

Mutants primarily include auxotrophic strains that were not
chemically complemented during the outgrowth.

a YER068C-A is a dubious ORF encoded on the strand oppo-
site ARG5,6.

b YOR302W is an upstream ORF that regulates translation
of CPA1.
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methods). We found significant enrichment for several
GO terms for genes that are reduced in relative
abundance in starvation conditions that are related to
both autophagy (both nuclear and mitochondrial) and
vacuolar transport. In addition, several GO terms
unique to mutants reduced in relative abundance
during phosphate starvation are related to mitochon-
drial function and chromatin. We found few GO terms
associated with mutants that are increased in relative
survival. Uniquely in leucine starvation conditions we find
mutants annotated to transcription factor activity and
peroxisomal transport increase in relative abundance.

Quantitation of absolute rates of mutant death:
Ideally, multiplexed analysis of mutants generates
equivalent data to those obtained by testing each
mutant individually. For our purposes, experiments
performed on individual mutants determine the abso-
lute rate of cell death. We sought to extract this rate
from our multiplexed data by estimating the absolute
number of each genotype using relative strain abun-
dance and total population viability simultaneously
(materials and methods). To test the accuracy of
our method of absolute rate estimation we determined
the rate of death of a neutral deletion strain, the
deletion of the HO locus, in the mixed population with
estimates of the death rate determined for the isogenic
strain BY4742 determined in an individual assay. We
estimate a death rate for the HO knockout strain in the
phosphate starvation regime of 0.22%/hr on the basis
of both the uptag and the downtag (Figure 5A). The
identical death rate is found when BY4742 is starved for
phosphate as a pure culture (Figure 5A). When starved
for leucine, BY4742 dies at a rate of 2.2%, which is not
statistically different from the estimated death rate of
the HO knockout strain in the leucine-starved popula-
tion, which we estimate to be 2.88%/hr (uptag value)
and 2.77%/hr (downtag value) (Figure 5B). This dem-
onstrates that our combined experimental and analytical
methods allow us to obtain absolute rates of death from
the pooled experiment that are good estimates of rates
obtained by performing starvation experiments for each
strain individually.

We fit an overdispersed Poisson generalized regres-
sion model to estimated absolute mutant abundance
data for 6806 unique barcodes corresponding to 4337
unique strains in the phosphate starvation experiment
and 6730 unique barcodes corresponding to 4293

unique strains in the leucine starvation experiment.
On the basis of this analysis we determined significant
death rate estimates (FDR , 5%) for 4143 strains starved
for phosphate (Table S4) and 3591 strains starved for
leucine (Table S5). We found good concordance between
our results from the pooled experiments and individual
mutant analysis for a small number of individually tested
genotypes in both conditions (Figure S1).

We used the calculated death rates for each mutant to
determine the distribution of half-lives for mutants
starved for phosphate (Figure 5C) or leucine (Figure
5D), assuming an exponential death rate. The median
half-life in each of these distributions is 288.6 hr for
mutants starved for phosphate and 22.8 hr for mutants
starved for leucine. The distributions are widely dis-
persed, consistent with many hundreds of genes altering
survival in the two nutrient starvations.

Identification of nonrandomly distributed mutant
classes: We hypothesized that functionally related
mutants important for cell cycle exit, aging, and survival
would exhibit similar half-lives when starved for either
leucine or phosphate. Therefore, we compared the
distribution of half-lives for a priori defined gene sets
with the complete distribution of half-lives for each
starvation, using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney–
Wilcoxon test.

First, we tested gene sets defined by the complete GO
annotation for yeast for nonrandom survival. Gene sets
were also defined by the GO Slim categorization, which
provides a less granulated classification of genes. We
found that genes annotated to the GO Slim term
‘‘mitochondrial organization’’ are significantly reduced
in survival when starved for phosphate (Figure 6A) and
leucine (Figure 6B). Mutants annotated to several
additional terms related to mitochondrial function have
reduced survival in both experiments, including mito-
chondrial inner matrix (GO:0005743), cellular ATP
synthesis coupled to proton transport (GO:0015986),
and cytochrome-c oxidase activity (GO:0004129) (Table
S6). We then tested gene sets defined by protein
complex membership and identified significant results
for mitochondrion and mitochondrial ribosome com-
plexes (Table S6). Finally, we tested gene sets defined by
global phenotypic analyses (Giaever et al. 2002;
Dudley et al. 2005). Consistent with a role for mito-
chondrial function in survival in prolonged starvation
states, we find that cells defective for growth on non-

Figure 4.—Population diversity decline and mutant abundance profiles during prolonged starvation. (A) We determined the
number of unique strains identified through barcode sequencing at each time point for populations starved for phosphate (gray
bars) or leucine (black bars). (B) Hierarchical clustering of mutant abundance profiles during starvation experiments. We clus-
tered vectors of relative abundance in the population normalized by the abundance of each mutant at t $ 24 hr (log2 trans-
formed). Black indicates that the strain has not changed in abundance. Yellow represents increases in abundance and blue
represents decreases in abundance. Failure to detect the strain in the population is indicated by gray. We identified clusters
of mutants that were specifically either (C) decreased in relative abundance upon phosphate starvation or (D) increased in relative
abundance upon leucine starvation. Several mutants are decreased in relative abundance under both starvation conditions in-
cluding (E) a cluster including several autophagy gene mutants.
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TABLE 2

GO term enrichment analysis of mutants that are significantly altered in relative abundance during starvation

Starvation condition Relative abundance GO term p-value

Phosphate Increased None
Decreased Process ontology

Vacuolar transport 1.87 3 10!13

Piecemeal microautophagy of nucleus 1.60 3 10!11

Microautophagy 1.21 3 10!9

Autophagy 3.13 3 10!9

Protein targeting to vacuole 3.21 3 10!9

Cellular catabolic process 1.88 3 10!8

Organelle organization 3.75 3 10!7

CVT pathway 4.74 3 10!7

Catabolic process 6.31 3 10!7

Mitochondrion degradation 6.37 3 10!6

Mitochondrion organization 1.92 3 10!5

Cellular macromolecule localization 2.89 3 10!5

Protein targeting 6.19 3 10!5

Establishment of localization in cell 8.60 3 10!5

Cellular protein localization 0.000106271
Mitochondrial respiratory chain complex assembly 0.000145155
Intracellular protein transport 0.000145634
Cellular localization 0.000146596
Cellular component organization 0.000220552
Intracellular transport 0.000226577
Chromatin modification 0.000333457
Chromatin organization 0.000631496
Macroautophagy 0.001464925
Protein transport 0.002018461
Macromolecule localization 0.00253975
Establishment of protein localization 0.002878238
Late endosome to vacuole transport 0.003306452
Macromolecule catabolic process 0.003396641
Cellular macromolecule catabolic process 0.004833406

Component ontology
Mitochondrion 9.67 3 10!11

Mitochondrial part 4.11 3 10!9

Organelle membrane 1.37 3 10!7

Mitochondrial envelope 2.58 3 10!7

Organelle 2.73 3 10!7

Intracellular organelle 2.73 3 10!7

Membrane-bounded organelle 7.90 3 10!7

Intracellular membrane-bounded organelle 7.90 3 10!7

Cytoplasm 1.81 3 10!6

Membrane 1.82 3 10!6

Intracellular 1.86 3 10!6

Cytoplasmic part 2.50 3 10!6

Mitochondrial membrane 2.57 3 10!6

Intracellular part 6.41 3 10!6

Endosome 8.09 3 10!6

Cell part 1.04 3 10!5

Cell 1.11 3 10!5

Organelle envelope 1.16 3 10!5

Envelope 1.16 3 10!5

Mitochondrial inner membrane 1.73 3 10!5

Organelle inner membrane 1.86 3 10!5

Protein complex 3.14 3 10!5

Preautophagosomal structure 8.94 3 10!5

Endosomal part 0.00010005
Endosome membrane 0.000482025
Mitochondrial membrane part 0.0006434

(continued )
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Starvation condition Relative abundance GO term p-value

Membrane part 0.000749224
Organelle part 0.00177721
Intracellular organelle part 0.00177721
Late endosome 0.005090903
Late endosome membrane 0.007179905

Leucine Increased Function ontology
Transcription factor activity 0.005178439

Process ontology
Peroxisomal transport 0.003125654

Decreased Function ontology
Transmembrane transporter activity 2.23 3 10!7

Phosphoric ester hydrolase activity 0.006618899
Process ontology

Catabolic process 1.57 3 10!7

Response to stimulus 7.18 3 10!7

Response to chemical stimulus 1.40 3 10!6

Cellular catabolic process 6.39 3 10!6

Organic acid transport 2.75 3 10!5

Carboxylic acid transport 2.83 3 10!5

Vacuolar protein catabolic process 7.17 3 10!5

Reproductive cellular process 0.000117342
Transport 0.000118658
Ion transport 0.000149536
Establishment of localization 0.000152932
Filamentous growth 0.000206233
Localization 0.000206468
Cell differentiation 0.000211337
Reproductive process in single-celled organism 0.000466565
Amine transport 0.001303683
Cellular response to chemical stimulus 0.002486978
Biological regulation 0.002673032
Sporulation resulting in formation of a cellular spore 0.004605798
Sporulation 0.004605798
Sexual reproduction 0.005551172
Autophagy 0.0077015
Transmembrane transport 0.008679718

Component ontology
Intrinsic to membrane 2.36 3 10!18

Integral to membrane 2.18 3 10!16

Membrane part 5.20 3 10!15

Membrane 4.05 3 10!14

Vacuole 0.000112893
Fungal-type cell wall 0.00657447

Overlap Increased Function ontology
Carnitine O-acetyltransferase activity 0.004722998

Process ontology
Strand invasion 0.005073972

Decreased Process ontology
Vacuolar transport 3.08 3 10!11

Piecemeal microautophagy of nucleus 1.22 3 10!9

Autophagy 3.69 3 10!8

Cellular catabolic process 3.70 3 10!8

Protein targeting to vacuole 1.50 3 10!7

Microautophagy 1.58 3 10!7

Catabolic process 1.87 3 10!7

CVT pathway 3.92 3 10!6

Mitochondrion degradation 3.27 3 10!5

Macroautophagy 7.48 3 10!5

(continued )
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fermentable carbon sources have significantly reduced
half-lives in both starvation regimes (Table S6). These
data strongly implicate mitochondrial function as crit-
ical for survival in both of these nutrient starvations.

We found that genes annotated to peroxisome
function have reduced half-lives when starved for
phosphate (Figure 6A). By contrast and consistent with
our analysis of relative death rates, mutants of peroxi-
somal genes result in increased absolute survival when
cells are starved for leucine (Figure 6B). Peroxisomes
are organelles that perform fatty acid oxidation and we
have previously found that mRNAs related to peroxi-
some function are increased in expression at slow
growth rates (Brauer et al. 2008). Although we found
multiple lines of evidence for the role of oxidative

metabolism in the starvation response, we did not find
that gene sets defined by metabolic pathways are
significantly altered in survival. In fact, lipid-linked
oligosaccharide biosynthesis and inositol phosphate
biosynthesis are the only nonrandomly distributed bio-
synthetic pathways in phosphate and leucine starvation,
respectively (Table S6).

In agreement with our analysis of relative death rates,
we identified significantly decreased survival of mutants
annotated to the GO term autophagy (GO:0006914) in
both phosphate (Figure 6C) and leucine (Figure 6D)
starvation. Several of these mutants exhibit extremely
rapid death upon nutrient starvation (Table S4 and
Table S5), indicating that the autophagy pathway
is critical for surviving nutrient starvation. We also

TABLE 2

(Continued)

Starvation condition Relative abundance GO term p-value

Chromatin modification 0.000224553
Macromolecule catabolic process 0.000389849
Chromatin organization 0.000451277
Organelle organization 0.000617029
Cellular macromolecule catabolic process 0.001004526
Response to starvation 0.001575439
Cellular response to nutrient levels 0.001891053
Response to nutrient levels 0.00224056
Cellular response to starvation 0.002809263
Cellular response to extracellular stimulus 0.004995302
Cellular response to external stimulus 0.004995302
Post-translational protein modification 0.005010949
Response to external stimulus 0.005630996
Response to extracellular stimulus 0.005630996
Late endosome to vacuole transport 0.008312095

Component ontology
Mitochondrion 4.71 3 10!5

Protein complex 7.18 3 10!5

Cell part 7.35 3 10!5

Cell 7.74 3 10!5

Intracellular 0.00013285
Mitochondrial envelope 0.000181034
Intracellular part 0.000553794
Mitochondrial membrane 0.000695522
Membrane 0.000801977
Organelle membrane 0.000808519
Organelle envelope 0.00085302
Envelope 0.00085302
Preautophagosomal structure 0.000976079
Membrane-bounded organelle 0.001284374
Intracellular membrane-bounded organelle 0.001284374
Mitochondrial part 0.001303991
Cytoplasm 0.00207307
Organelle 0.002665859
Intracellular organelle 0.002665859
Organelle inner membrane 0.00636321
Membrane part 0.006585958
Mitochondrial inner membrane 0.008489214

We tested genes for GO term enrichment that were significantly either increased or decreased in relative abundance in either
experiment as determined using a regression model and an FDR of 5%. We also identified those genes that were significantly
altered in relative abundance in both experiments. P-values are Bonferroni adjusted to account for multiple testing.
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find that mutants in the GO term ‘‘translation’’
(GO:0006412) are enriched for significantly reduced
half-lives in both phosphate (Figure 6C) and leucine
(Figure 6D) starvations. This result contrasts with the
apparent increased replicative life span of cells mutant
for ribosomal functions (Steffen et al. 2008).

We found several cases in which gene sets are non-
randomly distributed in phosphate starvation only. In
all cases these classes of mutants die faster than wild-type
cells. These include mutants in mRNA processing
(GO:0006397) and mRNA transport (GO:0051028),
which have reduced survival in phosphate starvation
(Figure 6E) but not in leucine starvation (Figure
6F). Similarly, mutants in gene sets related to chroma-
tin functions including chromatin modification
(GO:0016568) (Figure 6, G and H), the protein com-
plexes histone acetyltransferase (Figure 6, G and H),
and the histone deacetylase and Ino80 complex (Ta-
ble S6); and mutants in the GO term cytoskeleton
(GO:0005856) and GO Slim term microtubule organiz-
ing center (Figure 6, I and J) have reduced survival in
phosphate starvation but not in leucine starvation. The

different results for these gene classes suggest that just
as some individual gene deletions have effects in only a
single starvation condition, different genetic modules
may be important for response to particular nutrient
starvations.

We considered that slower growing mutants may have
enhanced survival upon encountering starvation as slow
growth rate is correlated with increased stress resistance
(Lu et al. 2009). Contrary to this possibility, we find that
mutants that grow slowly in rich media laboratory
conditions (Giaever et al. 2002) have greatly reduced
half-lives when starved for phosphate (Figure 6K) and
leucine (Figure 6L). Similarly, those mutants that are
sensitive to rapamycin, an inhibitor of cell proliferation,
have reduced half-lives in phosphate (Figure 6K) and
leucine (Figure 6L) starvations. A similar result is ob-
served for the ribosomal inhibitor, cycloheximide (Ta-
ble S6). Mutants for genes that have been defined as
phenotypic capacitors—i.e., deletion of the gene results
in increased variance of cell morphological traits (Levy
and Siegal 2008)—die faster, in phosphate starvation
conditions (Table S6), perhaps indicating a require-

Figure 5.—Quantitative
analysis of absolute death
rates during prolonged
starvation. We calculated
the absolute rate of death
for mutants using measure-
ments of population viabil-
ity and estimates of relative
strain abundance using
quantitative barcode se-
quencing of uptags (circles)
and downtags (triangles)
for the putatively neutral
HOD0 allele starved for
phosphate (A) and leucine
(B). The data presented
are barcode counts nor-
malized between all uptag
or downtag sequencing re-
sults. A value of 1 was added
to all normalized barcode
counts prior to log2 transfor-
mation. The rate of death
was determined using a gen-
eralized linear model for
uptag (long-dashed line)
and downtag (short-dashed
line) data. These rates were
compared to rates calcu-
lated from independent
data (viable cells per micro-
liter) obtained for the iso-
genic strain BY4742 (x’s)
subjected to starvation in
pure cultures. We calcu-
lated death rates for all mu-

tants in each starvation condition and converted these values to half-lives for all barcode data that yielded a significant death rate
(FDR ,5%). The distribution of half-lives for mutants starved for phosphate is centered around 289 hr (C) and 22.8 hr (D) for
leucine-starved mutants. The half-life of the HOD0 strain when starved for phosphate (blue dotted line) or leucine (red dotted
line) is shown for reference.
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ment for phenotypic uniformity in the complex pro-
cesses of cell cycle exit, aging, and survival.

Previously, we defined transcripts whose expression
level is correlated with the growth rate of cells (Brauer
et al. 2008). We found little evidence for altered survival
conferred by null mutations in genes that encode growth
rate-related transcripts (Table S6). Among gene sets
defined by global gene expression studies we find that
mutants corresponding to those transcripts expressed in
the ‘‘reductive building’’ phase of the yeast metabolic
cycle (Tu et al. 2005) are the only nonrandomly distrib-
uted gene set in our data and die faster than wild type in
both phosphate (Figure 6M) and leucine (Figure 6N).
These mRNAs primarily encode mitochondrial ribo-
somal components, making this observation consistent
with our identification of mitochondrial function as
critical for response to nutrient starvation.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to determine the contribu-
tion of all nonessential genes to the processes of exit
from the cell cycle and persistence in a viable state

Figure 6.—Functional gene modules altering survival dur-
ing nutrient starvation. The distributions of half-lives for sub-
sets of genes defined by different methods of categorization
were compared with the overall distribution of half-lives

(white bars) in each experiment shown. (A) Phosphate star-
vation, mitochondrion organization (blue, Go Slim term, n $
281, P $ 5.88 3 10!41) and peroxisome organization (red,
GO:0007031, n $ 27, P $ 0.00013). (B) Leucine starvation, mi-
tochondrion organization (blue, Go Slim term, n $ 276, P $
9.23 3 10!14) and peroxisome organization (red,
GO:0007031, n $ 25, P $ 4.63 3 10!5). (C) Phosphate starva-
tion, autophagy (blue, GO:0006914, n $ 51, P $ 2.0 3 10!13)
and translation (red, GO:0006412, n $ 305, P $ 1.46 3
10!12). (D) Leucine starvation, autophagy (blue, GO:0006914,
n $ 50, P $ 0.00014) and translation (red, GO:0006412, n $
301, P$ 2.33 3 10!11). (E) Phosphate starvation, mRNA process-
ing (blue, GO:0006397, n $ 91, P $ 3.38 3 10!11) and mRNA
transport (red, GO:0051028, n $ 42, P $ 6.45 3 10!5). (F) Leu-
cine starvation, mRNA processing (blue, GO:0006397, n $ 91,
P $ 0.87) and mRNA transport (red, GO:0051028, n $ 40,
P $ 0.87). (G) Phosphate starvation, chromatin modification
(blue, GO:0016568, n $ 89, P $ 2.86 3 10!6) and histone ace-
tyltransferase complex (red, SGD-defined protein complex, n $
41, P $ 8.82 3 10!5). (H) Leucine starvation, chromatin mod-
ification (blue, GO:0016568, n$ 90, P$ 0.032) and histone ace-
tyltransferase complex (red, SGD-defined protein complex, n $
40, P $ 0.16). (I) Phosphate starvation, cytoskeleton (blue,
GO:0005856, n $ 151, P $ 2.03 3 10!5) and microtubule orga-
nizing center (red, SGD-defined protein complex, n $ 30, P $
3.16 3 10!5). ( J) Leucine starvation, cytoskeleton (blue,
GO:0005856, n $ 148, P $ 0.14) and microtubule organizing
center (red, SGD-defined protein complex, n $ 30, P $ 0.75).
(K) Phosphate starvation, slow growth in YPD (blue, defined
by Giaever et al. 2002, n $ 637, P$2.46 3 10!103) and impaired
growth in rapamycin (red, defined by Dudley et al. 2005, n $
137, P $ 1.16 3 10!19). (L) Leucine starvation, slow growth
in YPD (blue, defined by Giaever et al. 2002, n $ 619, P $
3.04 3 10!16) and impaired growth in rapamycin (red, defined
by Dudley et al. 2005, n $ 132, P $ 0.00058). (M) Phosphate
starvation, MRPL10 cluster of the yeast metabolic cycle (blue, de-
fined in Tu et al. 2005, n $ 54, P $ 1.62 3 10!16). (N) Leucine
starvation, MRPL10 cluster of the yeast metabolic cycle (blue, de-
fined in Tu et al. 2005, n $ 53, P $ 4.8 3 10!6).
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during prolonged starvation. We developed an ap-
proach to multiplexed mutant analysis using quantita-
tive sequencing of molecular barcodes to identify the
relative abundance of gene deletion mutants in com-
plex mixtures. We performed several control experi-
ments to validate this method and identify the optimal
experimental and analytical methods for analyses
of these data. Importantly, we developed a statistical
approach to analyzing barcode counts derived from
high-throughput sequencing methods that is widely
applicable. We demonstrate that statistically significant
changes in relative mutant abundance within a complex
mixture are determined using an overdispersed Poisson
generalized linear model applied to time series data.
When combined with accurate determination of pop-
ulation viability, our method enabled simultaneous
analysis of the absolute rate of survival of #4000 null
mutants using a single culture. Estimation of absolute
rates of mutant survival results in data that are compa-
rable with individual mutant analysis and are therefore
more biologically informative. We treated absolute sur-
vival during nutrient starvation as a quantitative trait
and tested sets of genes for nonrandom distribution
within the overall distribution enabling a system-level
analysis of genetically defined modules that are active in
the complex processes of cell cycle exit, aging, and
survival during prolonged starvation.

Survival during nutrient starvation is a complex
quantitative trait: We examined survival upon starvation
in two vastly different scenarios. By starving yeast for
phosphate we studied the response to a natural limita-
tion. This is presumably a limitation that yeast cells
experience in the wild and thus we can expect that
genetic networks exist that mediate response to phos-
phate starvation. This condition is in contrast to our
alternate starvation regime: starvation of a leucine
auxotroph (LEU2D0) for leucine. This is an entirely
laboratory-contrived scenario and we have no reason to
expect that yeast cells should be able to respond
appropriately to leucine starvation. Consistent with this
expectation, we observe an order of magnitude differ-
ence in the rate of death when populations are starved
for leucine compared with phosphate.

Despite the dramatically different selections imposed
by these two starvation conditions we identified sets of
genes that when mutated impair the response to
starvation of both nutrients. We identified autophagy
as a cellular process that when impaired results in
reduced survival in both starvation conditions. This is
consistent with the activation of autophagy by nutrient
starvation (Takeshige et al. 1992) and its requirement
for survival of diverse nutrient starvation conditions.
The rapid rate with which autophagy mutants die
suggests that this function is required at a very early
stage following cell cycle exit and entry into quiescence.
We also determined that strains mutant for mitochon-
drial functions are impaired in their response to

starvation for phosphate and leucine. This is, to our
knowledge, the first evidence that mitochondrial func-
tion is required for survival during phosphate and leucine
starvations. Thus, whereas proliferative metabolism in
yeast may typically involve fermentation, nonproliferative
metabolism may generally require respirative metabolism
even in the presence of abundant glucose.

We found genetic evidence for several additional
processes that appear to be uniquely important in the
case of phosphate starvation. These processes include
those related to mRNA processing and transport,
chromatin remodeling, and microtubule and cytoskel-
etal functions. These findings are consistent with
previous studies of phosphate starvation. The transcrip-
tional reprogramming of the cell associated with nutri-
ent starvation (Gasch et al. 2000; Saldanha et al. 2004)
is likely impaired in cells defective in mRNA-related
processes, consistent with this finding. Regulation of
the phosphate starvation response requires chromatin
remodeling (Steger et al. 2003) at PHO4-regulated
genes, which is consistent with our identification of
significantly altered behavior of chromatin-remodeling
mutants including the INO80 complex. Response to
nutrient starvation is likely to involve reorganization of
the cytoskeleton (Bauer et al. 1993; Lee et al. 1998),
consistent with our identification of reduced survival
of this class of mutants upon phosphate starvation.

An interpretation we favor is that mutants with
increased survival upon leucine starvation represent
cases of genetic suppression and are informative about
genes whose functions must be downregulated to
ensure successful cell cycle arrest and initiation of a
survival program in response to natural starvations. A
good example of this is the increased survival upon
leucine starvation that is conferred by loss of TOR1
function. We suggest that the suppression of leucine-
starvation lethality by TOR1 deletion mimics the re-
quired downregulation of the TOR1 system when
nutrition is insufficient. We posit that leucine insuffi-
ciency is not detected by the intact TOR system, and
thus cells starved for leucine continue to attempt growth
even while starving and thereby kill themselves. We
identified several additional mutants that confer in-
creased survival upon starvation for leucine. These
mutants are potentially informative about additional
gene functions that must be downregulated upon
natural starvations.

Conversely, mutants that reduce survival of leucine-
starved cells can be considered cases of genetic en-
hancement and are informative about genes whose
function must be increased during normal cell cycle
arrest and survival. These mutants largely overlap
with mutants that reduce survival upon phosphate
starvation.

Previous studies of chronological aging in yeast may
be influenced by starvation for auxotrophic require-
ments: Yeast is a useful model system for studying aging
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at a cellular level. The literature in this field is notable
for the widespread disagreement between researchers
regarding which genes and processes are relevant for
either chronological or replicative aging. Our study
suggests that some of these discrepancies may be due to
a failure to control for the critical relationship between
genotype and nutrient limitation. This study reinforces
our previous report showing that the first nutrient
exhausted in the culture profoundly affects the survival
of cells (Boer et al. 2008). Here we have shown that the
effect of each null mutation on the death rate differs as a
function of which nutrient is depleted first in the media.
It has long been known that yeast cells are able to
maintain high viability for many hundreds of days when
prototrophs are starved for different nutrients (Lillie
and Pringle 1980) and the comparatively short life
span reported for yeast cells under starvation conditions
in different studies (Fabrizio et al. 2001, 2005; Longo
2003; Powers et al. 2006; Steffen et al. 2008; Wei et al.
2008; Burtner et al. 2009) is in clear conflict with these
earlier observations. Recently, two articles described a
similar study to our report in which the entire yeast
mutant library was starved in a pooled experiment and
assayed using DNA microarrays to determine the
abundance of each molecular barcode (Fabrizio et al.
2010; Matecic et al. 2010). In the study by Matecic et al.
(2010) cells were starved in complete media with either
2% or 0.5% glucose. In the former case, the half-life of
the wild-type strain is #3 days whereas 0.5% glucose
results in a half-life of #10–11 days. In the study by
Fabrizio et al. (2010) cells were starved in synthetic
complete media and the heterogeneous population
appears to have a half-life of #3–4 days. As with many
studies of ‘‘chronological aging,’’ these studies made use
of strains bearing auxotrophic markers and for which
the limiting nutrient (i.e., the nutrient that is first
exhausted in the culture) is undefined. Given our
previous results (Boer et al. 2008) and the results of
this study, it is likely that a careful determination of
which nutrient starvation is first experienced by cells
would do much to reconcile conflicting observations in
the literature.

It also seems possible that the different responses to
natural and unnatural nutrient depletion may underlie
some of the discrepancies reported in studies of
replicative aging in yeast. In particular, we suggest that
the use of low concentrations of glucose as a model for
‘‘caloric restriction’’ (Lin et al. 2002; Kaeberlein et al.
2005a; Murakami et al. 2008) may be confounded by the
fact that different concentrations of glucose may alter
which nutrient is first exhausted in these media.

The use of auxotrophic strains may affect many
studies: Given the profound impact that auxotrophies
have on the survival of mutants upon starvation, and the
potential unappreciated effect this may have had in
many aging studies, we believe that extreme caution
should be employed for physiological studies that make

use of auxotrophic markers in undefined media. Aux-
otrophies have been found to confound other genetic
studies (Destruelle et al. 1995; Chopra et al. 1999) and
it seems probable that confusion due to their use may be
more pervasive than we expect. Given that the growth
rate of chemically complemented strains differs from that
of an otherwise isogenic prototrophic strain (Pronk
2002) and transporters of auxotrophic requirements,
such as the uracil permease, are degraded under starva-
tion conditions for nutrients other than uracil (Volland
et al. 1994), it seems possible that auxotrophies may
generally affect assays that rely on either growth rate or
viability in a variety of experimental designs.

Implications for complex genetic traits: The classifi-
cation of heritable phenotypes often entails a subjective
division between mutant and nonmutant classes. In
reality, all traits exist on a quantitative continuum and
our distinction between mutant and nonmutant phe-
notypes represent an arbitrary, but practical, distinction.
Quantitative trait mapping in crosses of genetically
diverged strains provides a means of identifying the
genetic basis of traits (Brem et al. 2002; Rockman and
Kruglyak 2006) but these efforts are informative only
when genes are polymorphic and the results detect only
alleles of strong effect. Ideally, a comprehensive genetic
approach to quantitative variation should identify all
genes contributing to phenotypic variation and describe
their effect size. We achieved this in our experiment—
albeit, for null alleles only—by treating survival of nutrient
starvation as a quantitative trait and carefully control-
ling the environment and genotype. The product of this
experimental design is a high-resolution, and near com-
plete, quantitative phenotype–genotype map.

A central question in quantitative genetics is how
many genes underlie complex traits. We have shown
that several hundred genes (i.e., a large fraction of the
genome) can contribute to phenotypic variation in
response to nutrient starvation. We find it plausible that
a similar relationship holds in complex human traits,
i.e., that many hundreds of genes are likely to contribute
to complex trait variation such as morphological varia-
tion or disease risk. This is consistent with the small
amount of genetic variance explained in genetic studies
of complex traits such as human height (Weedon et al.
2008) and risk for schizophrenia (International
Schizophrenia Consortium 2009). The possible con-
tribution to phenotypic variation of many hundreds
of genes may be an underlying source of the hid-
den heritability problem in human genetic studies
(Manolio et al. 2009). The additional complexity
contributed by allelic variation, evolution, population
history, and environmental variation makes the genetic
dissection of complex traits in any natural population a
formidable task.
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FIGURE S1.—Comparison of absolute death rate estimates inferred from pooled experiment for uptags (circles) and downtags 

(triangles) with individual mutant analysis in pure cultures (crosses).  Data are presented for ATG10∆0 starved for (A) phosphate 
and (B) leucine and PEX13∆0 starved for (C) phosphate and (D) leucine.  Barcode counts are the normalized as described in 

(methods).  Pure culture counts are number of viable cells/µL. 
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TABLE S1 

Summary of all barcode sequencing experiments 

Expt. Experiment Description  Figure Total Reads Uptags Dntags Unmapped 

1 Single barcode Figure 2A 2,340,984 2,340,984 n/a n/a 

2 VB_s_1 Figure 2C 4,277,717 2,124459 (49.7%) 2,153,258 (50.3%) 1,155,131 (27.0%) 

3 PCR 30 cycles Figure 2B 3,585,742 552,455 (15.4%) 3,033,287 (84.6%) 998,506 (27.8%) 

4 PCR 25 cycles Figure 2B 7,737,553 3,477,644 (44.9%) 4,259,909 (55.0%) 1,970,333 (25.5%) 

5 PCR 20 cycles Figure 2B 3,659,194 1,532,589 (41.9%) 2,126,605 (58.1%) 900,199 (24.6%) 

6 PCR 15 cycles  Figure 2B 1,029,015 657,650 (63.9%) 371,365 (36.21%) 253,044 (24.6%) 

7 VB_s_1_repeat Figure 2C 7,594,300 2,793,694 (36.8%) 4,800,606 (63.2%) 1,908,887 (25.1%) 

8 Unselected pool 1 Figures 2D, 4 and 5 8,185,598 2,134,658 (26.1%) 6,050,940 (73.9%) 1935672 (23.6%) 

9 Unselected pool 2 Figures 2D, 4 and 5 7,457,342 1,431,691 (19.2%) 6,025,651 (80.8%) 1786893 (24.0%) 

10 Phosphate starvation t = 0hr Figures 4 and 5 7,360,688 1,821,104  (24.7%) 5,539,584  (75.2%) 2,044,378 (27.8%) 

11 Phosphate starvation t = 24hr Figures 4 and 5 7,969,303 2,463,639 (30.9%) 5,505,664 (69.1%) 2,172,916 (27.3%) 

12 Phosphate starvation t = 48hr Figures 4 and 5 7,740,944 2,383,718 (30.8%) 5,357,226 (69.3%) 1,904,457 (24.6%) 

13 Phosphate starvation t = 72hr Figures 4 and 5 6,201,163 2,114,157 (34.1%) 4,087,006 (65.9%) 1,509,900 (24.3%) 

14 Phosphate starvation t = 99hr Figures 4 and 5 6,552,758 1,321,294 (20.2%) 5,231,464 (79.8%) 1,623,590 (24.8%) 

15 Phosphate starvation t = 144hr Figures 4 and 5 8,331,886 3,714,888 (44.6%) 4,616,998 (55.4%) 2,030,725 (24.4%) 

16 Phosphate starvation t = 267hr Figures 4 and 5 8,977,470 1,555,925 (17.3%) 7,421,545 (82.7%) 2,531,095 (28.2%) 

17 Phosphate starvation t = 473hr Figures 4 and 5 4,815,151 1,029,621 (21.4%) 3,785,530 (78.6%) 1,165,598 (24.2%) 

18 Leucine starvation t = 0hr Figures 4 and 5 8,367,434 2,347,434 (28.0%) 6,020,000 (71.9%) 2,041,278 (24.4%) 

19 Leucine starvation t = 24hr Figures 4 and 5 8,822,841 2,330,193 (26.4%) 6,492,648 (73.6%) 2,155,783 (24.4%) 

20 Leucine starvation t = 48hr Figures 4 and 5 9,494,929 3,845,443 (40.5%) 5,649,486 (59.5%) 2,342,985 (24.7%) 

21 Leucine starvation t = 72hr Figures 4 and 5 7,512,308 2,243,459 (29.9%) 5,268,849 (70.1%) 1,853,548 (24.7%) 

22 Leucine starvation t = 99hr Figures 4 and 5 8,884,437 2,217,260 (25.0%) 6,667,177 (75.0%) 2,215,985 (24.9%) 

23 Leucine starvation t = 144hr Figures 4 and 5 8,383,630 2,486,648 (29.7%) 5,896,982 (70.3%) 2,107,793 (25.1%) 

24 Leucine starvation t = 267hr Figures 4 and 5 8,711,905 1,579,689 (18.1%) 7,132,216 (81.9%) 2,427,867 (27.9%) 

25 Leucine starvation t = 473hr Figures 4 and 5 8,644,145 1,779,999 (20.6%) 6,864,146 (79.4%) 2,938,915 (34.0%) 
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TABLES S2-S6 

Tables S2-S6 are available for download as Excel files at http://www.genetics.org/cgi/content/full/genetics.110.120766/DC1. 

 

TABLE S2: Modeled relative survival rates for all mutants starved for phosphate. 

We performed regression analysis for 6,806 barcodes corresponding to 4,337 unique genes.  We determined that 1,333 genes 

behave significantly differently than the overall population at an FDR of 5%.  

 

 

TABLE S3: Modeled relative survival rates for all mutants starved for leucine. 

We performed regression analysis for 6,740 barcodes corresponding to 4299 unique genes.  We determined that 3,951 genes 

behave significantly differently than the overall population at an FDR of 5%.  

 

 

TABLE S4: Modeled absolute survival rates for all mutants starved for phosphate. 

We performed regression analysis for 6,806 barcodes corresponding to 4,337 unique genes.  We calculated significant absolute 

death rates for 4,143 genes at an FDR of 5%.  

 

 

TABLE S5: Modeled absolute survival rates for all mutants starved for leucine. 

We performed regression analysis for 6,730 barcodes corresponding to 4,239 unique genes.  We calculated significant absolute 

death rates for 3,591 genes at an FDR of 5%. 

 

 

TABLE S6: Complete results for gene class enrichment analysis. 

We tested gene classes defined by GO terms, GO slim terms, protein complexes, biochemical pathways, high throughput 

phenotypic studies and gene expression studies for significant non-random distributions of half lives. 
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